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Master calligrapher and Jewish author, Rae Shagalov, has 
released her newest book, "The Secret Art of Talking to God: a 
30 Day Creative Prayer Journal of Jewish Meditation," This 
unique book teaches the often not-so-easy skill of starting and 
maintaining a consistent, daily prayer and meditation practice.  
It’s a step-by-step introduction that addresses a variety of 
issues important to the Jewish reader and to the spiritually 
inclined reader of any religion. 
 
The calligraphy Artnotes, Torah thoughts, meditation starters 
and creative journal prompts provide a seamless flow of 
inspiration as one embarks on this 30 day “Soul Journey.” The 
book includes daily, creative “Soul Adventures,” that will inspire 
the reader to create a loving, intimate relationship with God. 
Shagalov encourages her readers to write their own notes and 
“doodle” in the beautiful graphic organizers provided in the 
book to record and integrate the deep insights that result from 
their meditations.  


 
This Holy Sparks Soul Journey includes 30 creative Soul Adventures, Rae Shagalov's 
beautiful calligraphy Artnotes, and a link to an exclusive gallery of Rae's Artnotes with 
a bonus 31st Soul Adventure. This is a book that is meant to be returned to often, as a 
refresher course when life seems difficult. 
 
Available internationally on Amazon  76 pages 
Trade Paperback Edition  $15.95 
Hardcover Edition  $19.95 
Kindle Edition  $4.99 
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“A burst of spiritual energy


“To be treasured and savoured”  


 “Little boosts of light!” 


“Not just another book about Praying”  


 


“A gem of a book!”  , 


“Very inspirational and motivating!” 


“I loved this book!”  


“What an awesome Prayer Journal!!!”  


“Meditation with Purpose and Focus”  



mailto:info@holysparks.com

http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A26RAOZ9DCZ3U4/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp

http://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A15Q9PHS1O0RXK/ref=cm_cr_pr_pdp
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Rae Shagalov is a Jewish author, innovative educator, and master calligrapher, founder of 
holysparks.com. Rae is eager to share the beauty and wisdom of Torah through her 3,000 
pages of beautifully designed Artnotes and to share the special message of this exciting time in 
Jewish History.  Rae considers her Artnotes to be her ethical will, one long love letter to the 
Jewish people, and a thank you note to G-d.  
 
In her sketchbooks is a rare glimpse of the extraordinary spiritual journey of a Jewish artist and 
the special messages from hundreds of Jewish leaders for the Jewish people in this very special 
time we live in – the last generation of exile and the first generation of the great messianic era of 
peace. Rae’s mission is to inspire the Jewish people on their unique Soul Journey and 
encourage them to use their creative talents, big or small, to energize themselves, nurture their 
families and communities, and make this world a dwelling place for G-d. Through her Soul 
Journey book-signing art shows and workshops, Rae helps busy Jewish women stay inspired, 
focused, and motivated to creatively fulfill their unique purpose in this world. 
 
Rae lives in Los Angeles with her husband, Rabbi Y.Y. Shagalov, founder of the Moshiach 
Awareness Center. In addition to publishing her books and Artnotes, Rae is director of the 
Library Talent Center at Emek Hebrew Academy, where she runs an innovative creativity 
program and gardens with 500 children in their award-winning school garden. 
 


Master calligrapher, Rae Shagalov, is the author of the Amazon bestseller, “The Secret Art of 


Talking to G-d,” and the forthcoming book, “What’s a Soul Like You Doing in a World Like This?” 


Her books provide her readers with very practical, joy-based action steps for infusing authentic 


Jewish spirituality into their daily lives.  Rae has a Masters in Library Science and is an 


innovative educator who develops the talents of children at Emek Hebrew Academy in Los 


Angeles. You can view Rae’s Artnotes, animated videos, and read her art blog at:  


www.holysparks.com. 
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file:///C:/Users/rae/Dropbox/Art/Holy%20Sparks/Bio/www.holysparks.com
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file:///C:/Users/MANDY/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/26AB5RNF/www.holysparks.com

http://www.amazon.com/Rae-Shagalov/e/B00K6L6SE0

http://www.facebook.com/soultips

http://www.pinterest.com/holysparks

http://www.twitter.com/holysparks

http://www.goodreads.com/holysparks

http://www.youtube.com/holysparksbooks

https://plus.google.com/+RaeShagalov

http://fineartamerica.com/profiles/holy-sparks.html
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Like many people, I became aware of Rae 
Shagalov’s art when I saw her sitting in the 
back of Torah classes with pens and paper in 
hand. For the uninitiated, Shagalov takes notes 


in a unique, calligraphic style during shiurim 
offered by rabbis and teachers around the L.A. 


area. Some of us might doodle while listening 
to a lecture, but her sketchbooks contain more 
than squiggles or caricatures. Her signature 
“artnotes” allow the viewer to internalize words 
of Torah on a whole new level.


A gifted librarian and teacher as well as 
artist, Shagalov eventually began to share her 
artnotes with the world via her website, Holy 
Sparks, (www.holysparks.com.) She’s now col-
lected some of her work into book form in order 
to communicate timeless Torah messages with 
the world.


The Secret Art of Talking to G-d guides a 
reader through 30 days of meditation exercis-
es which aim to improve their connection to 
the Almighty. This “creative prayer journal” 
accompanies each day’s exercise with a tool 
meant to optimize the user’s daily meditational 
practice. Usually, Shagalov provides a graph-
ic organizer, a chart or other visual tool, but a 
couple of the more unusual exercises – simul-
taneously the most silly and yet deeply mean-
ingful – ask readers to make up a song or to 
dance. Shagalov also injects humor into many 
of the lessons, such as when she invites read-
ers to kvetch or throw themselves a pity party 
and then encourages them to turn their thinking 
around to a more positive tack.


While targeted towards newcomers in Jew-


ish meditation, even those who are familiar 
with a daily dose of hitbodedut will find enjoy-
ment and meaningfulness in using Shagalov’s 
book for a month. The workbook exercises 
that The Secret Art of Talking to G-d offers re-
freshed my daily meditation practice. Even af-
ter years of practice, I often struggle to meditate 
for the lengths of time recommended by many 
teachers. Adding that extra ingredient – com-
municating with G-d (and myself) via artistic 
expression – helped me extend my practice 
time. That gave me extra insight from each ses-
sion that I spent in conversation with G-d. 


Another bonus to using Shagalov’s 30-day 
meditation manual was that it forced me to con-
sider a focus for each day that was not of my 
own choosing. That meant that a couple times, 
I had to confront personal issues I might have 
preferred to avoid. Frankly, our avoidance of 
the most troublesome issues in our lives, those 
that make us most vulnerable, blocks our ability 
to grow. Being forced to deal with these issues 
was uncomfortable, but it was worthwhile for 
me.


The lovely color images brought added 
pleasure to my reading of this book. The sturdy 
binding and heavy paper stood up well to wear-
and-tear. Shagalov advises using different col-
or pens in your responses; I’d recommend you 


take her up on that suggestion. Choosing pens 
provided me with yet another layer of reflection 
as it forced me sort through my thoughts even 
more when I selected the right pen for each idea 
I wanted to record.


Readers should be aware that since nearly 
every day’s exercise involves writing or draw-
ing, they’ll have to modify their use of The 
Secret Art of Talking to G-d on Shabbos. The 
first two weeks, I decided to skip the Shabbos 
lesson, expecting to double-up the next day. 
Instead, I totally forgot to continue with the 
manual on Sunday at all. One week, I doubled 
up on Monday AND Tuesday, but the following 
week, I just continued on, one lesson at a time, 
starting Monday. The remainder of the month, 
I did each Shabbos’s pages without using the 
graphic organizer. While that meant I didn’t 
get to benefit from the entire exercise on those 
days, it meant I no longer found myself forget-
ting lessons and losing momentum.


You won’t want to lose momentum, be-
cause completing The Secret Art of Talking to 
G-d is a wonderful, enriching experience. I’m 
looking forward to see what creative tools for 
spiritual growth Shagalov provides us with 
next. You can find this book on Amazon.com.


THE SECRET ART OF TALKING TO G-D
by Rae Shagalov       Published by Holy Sparks, 2015       Reviewed by Rebecca Klempner


easy. simple. cash.
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